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1. SPOKEN AND SPELLED NAMES1.1. ScenariosIn what contexts do people speak and spell names? Threescenarios of increasing complexity can be distinguished,as exempli�ed in table 1. In the most simple case, thespoken and spelled name are two separately recorded ut-terances (scenario 1). In a more user-friendly dialogue,one may be allowed to speak and spell \in one piece", i.e.without necessarily pausing in the same recording (sce-nario 2). Finally, the most challenging situation ariseswhen the spelled and spoken name is embedded in spon-taneous speech (scenario 3). In our experiments we willexamine the �rst two scenarios.1.2. Speech DataWe have collected a database of about 2800 German lastnames (randomly selected from a telephone directory of100,000 names) spoken by 57 di�erent speaker, accord-ing to scenario two: Each name was continuously spokenand spelled in one utterance, and recorded with a close-talking microphone at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. Thespeakers were instructed that no pauses are required be-tween letters or between the spoken and spelled name.To be able to conduct simulated scenario 1 exper-iments, the boundaries between all spoken and spellednames were identi�ed. However, although each part cannow be recognized separately, the situation is still some-what di�erent from real scenario 1 recordings, becausethere are potential coarticulations across the boundaries.

1.3. Pronunciation DictionaryThe recognition of proper names is an essential, but non-trivial problem. German telephone listings comprise a-bout 30 million entries with about 1 million di�erentnames. Before each name can be added into the rec-ognizers vocabulary, its pronunciation, i.e. its phonetictranscription must be known.A subset of the ONOMASTICA database contain-ing about 200,000 pronunciations of German last nameswas provided to us by courtesy of Deutsche Telekom andTU Berlin, covering about half of the 2800 names of ourspeech database. This set of 1337 spoken and spellednames is used for all the experiments described below.1.4. The Human FactorCompared to uently speaking, spelling is a more ro-bust but less natural mode to communicate a propername. About 4% of the 2800 last names were spelledincorrectly, although the name to be spoken and spelledwas presented in written form. A typical class of errorswere omitted letters. Interestingly, this phenomenon of-ten happens if the sound of the omitted letter is alreadypresent in the previous letter (e.g. 'E' after 'D', or 'A'after 'K') as for example observed in \karolus k r o lu s". Similarly, in \campos k a m p o s" or \vogel fo g e l", the erroneous spelling is oriented closer to thesound than to the actual orthography of the name.1.5. Outline of ExperimentsIn the following sections, we will �rst describe the spelledletter and large vocabulary recognizers used for our ex-periments, as well as their results on each of the spelledand spoken part of the names by itself (section 2).We will then discuss methods for combining therecognition of the spelled and spoken name. Dependingon the size of the list of names to be recognized, di�erenttechniques are applied. If the list of names to be recog-nized is reasonably small, they can be kept in the recog-nizer's dictionary (section 3). However, with increasinglylarger lists, we need to switch to methods which do notrequire to maintain all names in the dictionaries (section4). Finally, we will describe some experiments where itis not a priori known if a name is spelled only, or spokenand spelled (section 5).1.6. Related WorkWork on name retrieval from spellings is reported bymany researchers. Cole et. al. [2] use individually scoredletters to search names in a tree-structured database of



(1) Please speak your name: \Smith" Please spell it: \S M I T H"(2) Please speak and spell your name: \Smith, S M I T H"(3) What's your name? : \My name is Smith, that's S M I T H"Table 1: Three scenarios for speaking and spelling a proper name50,000 names. Junqua et. al. [6] employ a sophisticatedmulti-pass strategy to narrow down the list of name can-didates. In [1] we compare several methods to constrainthe search to a given list of names. Best results wereachieved on a conceptionally simple tree-based methodwhich is demonstrated on very large name lists in [5].A comparison of spoken and spelled name recognitionis presented by Kamm et. al. in [7]. Both spoken andspelled names are used for name retrieval in the telephonedirectory assistance system of Kaspar [8]. However, weare not aware of any literature which tries to explicitlycombine the recognition of spoken and spelled names.2. THE RECOGNIZERSFor our experiments, we use a Multi-State Time-DelayNeural Network (MS-TDNN) as a specialized letter rec-ognizer, and the large vocabulary continuous speechrecognition front-end of the JANUS Speech-to-SpeechTranslation System.2.1. JANUSThe JANUS recognizer was trained and tested on the1996 Verbmobil Evaluation data (a spontaneous schedul-ing task with a 5000 word vocabulary), achieving a wordaccuracy1 of 86.2% in the o�cial 1996 Verbmobil test set[3]. Using a pronunciation dictionary derived fromthe ONOMASTICA data, 60.0% names correct wereachieved on the test set of the 1337 spoken last names.Compared to the spontaneous scheduling task, the lossof performance can be explained by several factors. Firstof all, there is no language model, resulting in a high per-plexity of over 900, compared to about 50 for the Verb-mobil task. The recognizer was never trained on isolatedspeech, but on continuous, spontaneous speech, which isquite a di�erent speaking style. Also, it is unclear towhat degree the pronunciations in the ONOMASTICAdictionary are consistent with the conventions used forthe phonetic transcriptions of the JANUS dictionary. Inaddition, the recognizer was never trained on any of thewords to be recognized, which may be especially a prob-lem for the many non-German last names in the list (seetable 2).To recognize the spelled name with JANUS, each dic-tionary entry represents the phonetic transcription of thespelled name, e.g. \[Lang E L - AH - E N - G EH]"for the name \Lang". Given the list of 1337 names, 93.3%correct names were achieved on the spelled names. Ob-1For the sake of recognition speed, we were using a systemwith about 2% lower word accuracy.

viously, spelled names can be much more robustly recog-nized than uently spoken names.Abel Abendschein Adams Adler Agha Akkoc Aksu Al-biez Alesi Alexakis Alilovic Allgeier Alphan Ammers-bach Anselm Apostolidis Appelt Artuso Asmus AttraschAubert Augustin Avci Aydogan Azad B�ohm B�ohmeB�ohnke B�uchner B�uhler B�urk Bacher Baier Baltz Bara-nowski Baron Barteczko Barthlott Bartholomaeus BartlTable 2: List of the �rst 30 of the 1337 last names in thetest set2.2. MS-TDNNThe MS-TDNN is an extension of the Time-Delay NeuralNetwork. Similar to NN-HMM Hybrids, the MS-TDNNemploys word2 models and a dynamic time-alignment(DTW) to handle the time varying nature of the speechsignal. However, in the MS-TDNN, the DTW is directlyintegrated in the connectionist architecture and trainingscheme, allowing for discriminant training on the wordand sentence level [4]. Without using any language mod-eling, the speaker-independent recognition rate of contin-uously spelled letter sequences is about 90% letter accu-racy.We have experimented with various techniques to rec-ognize spelled names from large lists of names [1]. Themost successful approach turned out to be a search inwhich all spelled names are compiled into one large treestructure. With a time-synchronous search and no back-pointers needed, a very e�cient search can be imple-mented, allowing to recognize names from list sizes upto about 1 million names in real time [5].Using this tree search approach, the MS-TDNN a-chieved 96.5% correct names on the 1337 spelled namesfrom the test set.3. SMALL LISTSIn this section we assume that the list of names to berecognized is small enough, so that every name can beexplicitly represented in the dictionary, using the pro-nunciations provided by the ONOMASTICA dictionary.How can we advantageously combine the di�erent in-formation provided by the spoken and spelled names?The two representations are not as orthogonal as onemight think. After all, the pronunciations of the spelledletters represent in a �rst approximation the sounds ofthe letters in the uently spoken words. For example,the acoustic realization of \Tom" versus \T-O-M" are quite2letters in our case



Separate Recognition Combined Recognitionuently spoken spelled Scenario 1 Scenario 2(F) (L) (F+L) (FL)1337 names in dictionary 60.0 96.5 97.7 95.8multi-pass, 1337 names - 96.5 97.7 96.9multi-pass 100,000 names - 87.1 89.5 88.1Table 3: Summary of results for the separated and combined recognition of uently spoken and spelled last namessimilar. Exceptions are letters with \unusual" pronuncia-tions, such as \double-U" or (in German) \Ypsilon", andthose letter combination which de�ne their own pronun-ciations, such as (in German) \sch, ch, ck, th, pf,ph, ie".Capturing these relations in explicit rules is a quitedi�cult and probably not very promising strategy. In thefollowing we will use a far less complex approach, whichcombines the two di�erent representations on the basisof their acoustic scores only.3.1. Scenario 1We �rst consider the situation where we have two isolatedutterances for the spoken and spelled name (scenario 1).Let YL(i) be the score of a spelled name i found in theN -best list of the MS-TDNN letter recognizer, and YF (i)the score of the same name in the N -best list of uentlyspoken names as found by JANUS. The position of namei in the combined N -best list is determined by its newscore Y (i) = � � YL(i) + (1� �) � YF (i):At a �-factor close to 1, an insigni�cant improve-ment of 0.5% absolute (compared to the recognition ofthe spelled part only) was observed. However, if the N -best list YF (i) for the uently spoken names is only com-puted for those names which were already found in theN -best list YS(i) of the spelled names, the combinationof YF (i) and YS(i) results in a recognition rate of 97.7%names correct at � = 0:96, compared to 96.5% on thespelled names only.The value for � was determined on a crossvalidationset. Recognition rates for di�erent values of � are shownin the upper curve in �gure 1. The �-factor close to1 indicates that the decision is dominated by the letterrecognition, which can only be overwritten if the �rst-best letter hypothesis has only a small safety margin, i.e.is closely followed by competitors with similar scores.
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3.2. Scenario 2The task according to scenario 2 is more di�cult, becausethe boundary between the spoken and spelled word is nolonger known a-priori. To recognize a spoken and spelledname in one utterance, the dictionary is modi�ed to con-tain both the pronunciation of the spoken and spelledname in one entry, i.e. \[Lang L A N G L A NG - E L- AH - E N - G EH]" for the name \Lang".Surprisingly, with 86.1% correct, the recognition onthe entire utterance is worse than on the spelled partalone! Although the spoken names provides additionalacoustic evidence, its less reliable acoustic scores mayoverwrite a correct decision based on the spelled namealone.It is possible to adapt a similar approach as in sce-nario one, by using a � weighting to strengthen the morerobust letter recognition. However, as the length of thespoken and spelled part may di�er in each hypothesis, itis no longer meaningful to compare the weighted hypo-theses3. To circumvent this problem, the boundary ofthe �rst best hypothesis was used for the weighting ofall hypotheses, resulting in a recognition rate of 89.1%,which is still worse than 93.3% names correct achievedby JANUS on the letter parts only.To incorporate the MS-TDNN letter recognizer, thespelling segment in the utterance (as identi�ed byJANUS) was re-recognized with the MS-TDNN, result-ing in 95.8% names correct. With a more sophisticatedapproach similar to that described in section 4, 96.9%correct names were achieved after a � weighting (lowercurve in �gure 1).4. LARGE LISTSProper names can be recognized like any other wordsif their pronunciations are added to the dictionary ofa speech recognizer. However, if the number of namesexceeds the recognizer's maximum vocabulary size (typ-ically somewhere around 65,000 words), a di�erent ap-proach has to be taken.For very large name lists a two-step approach is em-ployed. First, a coarse recognition run is used to get a re-duced list of name candidates. These are then processedin a second pass, in which all the previously describedtechniques for small word lists can be applied.The MS-TDNN letter recognizer is able to handle listsof up to 1 million names. Thus, in the case of scenario1, the list of candidates can be easily reduced if only thespelled names are considered in the �rst pass.For scenario 2, we use the JANUS recognizer in amodi�ed version, with only phonemes and letters in its3In that case, the weighted score depends heavily on thelength of the spelled part, which is of course undesired.



recognition vocabulary. A special language model (�g-ure 2) enforces that at the beginning of the utterance,only phonemes can be recognized (to account for the u-ently spoken name). At some point, the language modelswitches to the recognition of letters only (to account forthe spelled names), hoping for recognitions like "/s/ /m//i/ /th/ S M I T H". The corresponding phoneme andletter trigrams were trained using the pronunciations andspelling of all 200,000 last names in the ONOMASTICAdictionary.
Phonemes LettersFigure 2: Language modell for the phoneme-letter recog-nizerOf course, as opposed to a full dictionary, the recog-nized sequences of phonemes and letters can not necessar-ily be interpreted as a legal name, nor is the recognitionof the phonemes coupled to the recognition of the lettersequence. However, a list of the most similar 100 or 1000names can be retrieved from the recognized phoneme-letter sequence. These name candidates are then used inanother JANUS recognition run, which is now possiblewith the full transcriptions, resulting in better bound-aries. The letter segments are then re-recognized withthe MS-TDNN. Depending on these results new candi-dates for the uently spoken names are generated withJANUS. These N -best lists can then be recombined witha � rescoring as described in the previous section.We used this technique with the small list of 1337(for a direct comparison) and with a list of 100,000 uniquenames. The results of these and the previous experimentsare summarized in table 3. Interestingly, the recognitionrate for the list of 1337 names improves when the mulit-pass strategy is employed. The reason is that an addi-tional pass is used to re-estimate the boundary betweenthe uently spoken and spelled part after the name listis already reduced in the �rst pass.5. FLEXIBLE RECOGNITIONUsing the above techniques, the recognizer can be mod-i�ed so that the user has the choice to spell only, or tospeak and spell, resulting in a more exible system. Boththe pronunciation for the spelled only (L) and the spokenand spelled (FL) name are added to the dictionary. Aninput of either L or FL can be distinguished with almost99% correct, resulting of 95.5% names correct without apriori knowing whether L of FL was spoken. This com-pares to 96.5% for spelled only recognition.6. SUMMARYSpelled names can be recognized with a much higher ac-curacy than spoken names. By combining the N -bestlists of both the spoken and spelled recognition, the over-all performance can be improved. However, due to thedominant role of the spelled letter recognition, the combi-nation must be strongly biased towards the spelled letterrecognition, and only a relatively modest improvement
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